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experience of connection, entertainment, and learning. If you have any questions, please reach out to us using the the
contact page. See you at Mad- Con!.

We needed to sell high dollar sponsorships for a small, targeted niche attendee, which was drastically different
than what we were used to. MAD can offer a full team approach or fill in with our experts when you need
assistance. Not only had we never created a conference, we had nobody on our team that ever had. We
understand that every client and every event is unique, and customize our proposals based on your needs
following a deep review of the objectives and resources available. As seasoned event producers, Martha and
her team were able to work with my sales team on how to sell sponsorships and eventually get their buy-in.
The song became another one of the biggest hits of all times in Norway, reaching more than 10 times platinum
status in Norway and platinum in Germany. Not only were we able to get help with sponsorship sales, Martha
has graciously provided guidance to me on all facets of conference creation, as well as executive
management-level advice when it comes to the financial implications and nuances of creating events and
growing staff in the event space. In addition, they achieved 9 x platinum in Norway, and were No. In autumn ,
Baqwa was invited to take part in the popular reality television program Skal vi danse? From startup concepts
to mature businesses, we have a breadth and depth of experience that benefits our clients with improved
efficiencies, risk management, marketing expertise and solid financials. I was worried about buy-in from the
team since I personally had no experience, but had done plenty of research and felt I had a model that would
work. Madcon performed their song " Glow ", as the background of the "Eurovision Flashmob dance" that was
broadcast in the Eurovision Song Contest interval act. He's a Norwegian presenter and one half of the rap duo
Madcon. Their third album, Inconvenient Truth was released all over Europe in early to mid, and the group
saw other major releases, including in the USA, Japan and Australia. He also appeared as a voice over artist in
Rio , a 20th Century Fox film, playing the character of Nico. In the United Kingdom, the album reached
number on the album charts. Wolde-Mariam was born in Norway to parents originating from Ethiopia and
Eritrea. He moved to South Africa with his parents when he was 14 years old, eventually returning to Norway
for a musical career. In the end, we had buy-in from the sales team and now we are selling out all our
sponsorships and have a waitlist to be a sponsor. The album featured the soul singer Noora Noor and
Paperboys on two of the songs. Musical style and performance[ edit ] Madcon at Eska Music Awards Madcon
describe their musical style as a retro-urban mix with influences from funk , soul and hip hop , with additional
elements from reggae , Latin and African musical influences. Our sales people were accustomed to selling
large circulation schedules and our advertising partners were used to buying tradeshow booths rather than
table tops. History[ edit ] Madcon released their first single, "God Forgive Me" in Virgin Records , but their
first commercial breakthrough came with the hit single "Barcelona" in with long-time collaborators Paperboys
on the Bonnier Amigo record label. For more specific information about the show, please check the FAQ
section of the website. In , Madcon were TV personalities on the Nordic music channel The Voice, while
working on their music in the studio. For more specific information about the show, please check out the FAQ
section on the website. In Norway, the album was certified gold in 3 hours and platinum in 3 days. With
decades of combined experience, we maintain strategic relationships with partners, venues and event
professionals that allows us the ability to execute conventions and events for clients nationwide. Although
Tshawe got lesser points from the judges who favoured the other finalist Mona Grudt, he won by public vote
over Grudt. Besides him being one half of the Norwegian duo Madcon, he took part and won the third season
of the Norwegian dance competition Skal vi danse?


